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From: Beverley Aldridge
To: Overseas Investment [TSY]
Subject: Re-send SUBMISSION overseas investment
Date: Friday, 24 May 2019 9:06:38 AM

Dear Sir/Mesdames
 
I realise I did not give you a physical address when sending our original submission, which is
required.  I am, therefore, re-sending our submission with an added paragraph and ask that you
ignore our initial submission.
 
Thank you
 
Kind regards
 
Beverley Aldridge
President
Otamatea Grey Power

 
SUBMISSION
 
We are deeply concerned that Government policies are systematically taking our fertile land, land
which not only feeds New Zealanders but also brings in overseas funds from farmers sending their
produce overseas.
 
In the 1980s/1990s, pine forests were seemingly great investments for farmers, and they turned their
food producing farms into pine forests.  Then the world market for pine dropped, and these farmers
returned to producing food on their land, enabling them to receive an immediate income, an income
not dependent on international whims.
 
We know the world bank has designated NZ to be a forestry country, because our trees mature in half
the time it takes in other northern hemisphere countries.  However you, our Government, need to look
after the needs of New Zealanders, not some overseas entity, as we pay your wages.   Please assert
our sovereignty to allow our farmers to decide what is best to produce on their land.   Our roads are
not capable of taking the heavy loads of logging trucks and, until Councils are permitted to charge
logging trucks a penalty for damage to our roads, we should not be considering further development
of the forestry and logging industry.
 
Since the 1980s, we have had massive financial investment into our economy from overseas entities. 
However, we see no evidence of benefits that have accrued to the majority of New Zealanders from
those investments.  What we do see is NZ being placed 37th on the United Nations list for child
poverty, much of which relates directly to homelessness and joblessness.  Before we allowed such
high overseas investment we, the people owned enterprises such as NZPO, NZR, Air New Zealand,
State Housing, electricity infrastructure etc and we had full employment and no joblessness or
homelessness.  Superannution was paid to 55 year old women and 60 year old men, and with a full
workforce and profits from our state-owned enterprises, there was also sufficient funding for seniors.
 This was a model that benefited all.  Therefore, to take NZ further down the track of overseas
investment will take the majority of New Zealanders further down the poverty track.
 
We would like to speak to the Select Committee when it is considering submissions.
 
Thank you for reading this submission.
 
Beverley Aldridge
President
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Otamatea Grey Power
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